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PFI (Private Finance Initiative)
PFI
1992 Private Finance Initiative, PFI,














$x$ ( / ) $x$ EBIT (Earnings
Before Interest and Tax)
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$dx=\mu xdt+\sigma xdw$ (1)
$\mu$ 1
1 $dx_{t}=\alpha x_{t}dt+\sigma x_{t}d$ $w_{t}$
$\rho$ $\rho-\alpha=\delta$
$\mu=r-\delta=r-(\rho-\alpha)$ CAPM
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$\tau[\frac{x}{r-\mu}-D-(\frac{x}{x_{d}})^{\beta_{2}}(\frac{x_{d}}{r-\mu}-D)]+(\frac{x}{x_{d}}1^{\beta_{2}}$ $( \frac{\theta x_{d}}{r-\mu}-$ D$)\geq G_{0}$ (15)
$G_{0}$
$I$ $s$




Value Matching : $Cx^{\beta_{1}}=E(x)-(I-D(x))$ (16)
Smooth Pasting : $C\beta_{1}x^{\beta_{1}-1}=E’(x)+D’(x)$ (17)
$\beta_{1}$ (10)














$D$ $k=0.7$ $kD$ ( )















$x=x_{0}$ (18) Value Matching
$Cx_{o}^{\beta_{1}}= \frac{X_{\text{ }}}{r-\mu}-I-(\frac{x_{o}}{x_{d}})^{\beta_{2}}[\frac{x_{d}}{r-\mu}$ - $D]$ (21)
$x_{d}$ (6) $\beta_{2}’.=\beta_{2}/(\beta_{2}-1)$
$( \frac{x_{o}}{x_{d}})^{\beta_{2}}\frac{x_{d}}{r-\mu}=\frac{1}{\text{ }}\frac{\beta_{2}}{\beta_{2}-1}(\frac{x_{o}}{x_{d}}1^{\beta_{2}}$ $D$ $= \frac{\beta_{2}’}{\text{ }}G$
(21)
$Cx_{o}^{\beta_{1}}= \frac{x_{\text{ }}}{r-\mu}-I-(1-\frac{\beta_{2}’}{\text{ }})G$ (22)
Smooth Pasting
Smooth Pasting $(+$ : $C \beta_{1}x_{o}^{\beta_{1}-1}=\frac{1}{r-\mu}arrow Cx_{o}^{\beta_{1}}=\frac{1}{\beta_{1}}\frac{x_{o}}{r-\mu}$ (23)
(21) (23)
$x_{o}= \frac{\beta_{1}}{\beta_{1}-1}(r-\mu)[I+(1-\frac{\beta_{2}’}{\text{ }})G]$ (24)
} $\mu=0,$ $\sigma=0.2$ $r=0.02$ (10)
$\beta_{1}=1.618$ , $\beta_{2}=-0.618,$ $\beta_{2}’=0.382$
$x$. $= \frac{1.618}{1.618-1}(0.02)[1000+(1-\frac{0.3.82}{07})100]=50$ ( / ) (25)
50 ( / )
$D$ (10) (6)
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